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The public health sector is increasingly subject to organisational changes. Among these is the application of Lean manufacturing principles to public health sector activities that focus on cutting out waste whilst continuing to ensure quality, which has been rapidly diffusing into the sector with claims of “providing a much-needed re-think of traditional ways of working and stimulating performance improvements” (McCann, Hassard, Granter & Hyde 2015, p. 1557). However, along with Lean, we see an emerging form of managerial practice which Kunda (1992, p. 11) defines as normative control and “the attempt to elicit and direct the required efforts of members by controlling the underlying experience, thoughts, and feelings that guide their actions”. One such discourse that promises to separate power differences among employees and increase their awareness of each other’s workplace contributions is Interprofessional Education. This discourse is touted in internationally acclaimed reports (WHO, 2010; Frenk et al., 2010) as the solution to future healthcare challenges such as diminishing resources, an ageing population and workforce, and advancements in medicine that enable people with complex healthcare problems to live longer, requiring more care. The ability to collaborate is thus increasingly considered...
a basic competency for healthcare professionals, and Inter Professional Education has become a core curricular component in many health professions’ international education programmes where it is introduced as an effective evidence-based method for establishing continuity of patient care (Gittell, Godfrey, & Thistlethwaite, 2013; Jørgensen, Jeppesen, & Hotzman, 2010).

Inter Professional Education was developed in Canada. Behind the concept is the desire for a democratic professional practice based on the understanding that a pressing problem in healthcare is that health professionals cannot or will not cooperate (Axelsson & Axelsson, 2009). D’Amour and Oandasan (2005) provide the following definition of interprofessional learning and cooperation: “interprofessionality is defined as the development of cohesive practice between professionals from different disciplines,” and “interprofessionality requires a paradigm shift, since interprofessional practice has unique characteristics in terms of values, codes of conduct, and ways of working” (p. 9). The intention is therefore to address the power dynamics among healthcare professionals and equalise the statuses among them.

What is not clear in the literature on this topic in general, however, is precisely who collaborates with whom, or how exactly collaboration is defined. Moreover, this normative form of control of healthcare professionals is intended for public hospitals, which are generally bureaucratic organisations with many layers of hierarchical professional knowledge distribution and the formalisation and standardisation of work processes, and which are ultimately accountable to democratically elected politicians (Mintzberg, 1989). Hospital professionals are faced with the dilemma of developing standardised practices in order to reduce ambiguity (Baker & Denis, 2011) while at the same being confronted with real human beings. They have historically resisted new ways of organising work that challenges their dominance and autonomy (Flynn, 1999; Friedson, 1994; Harrison & Ahmad, 2000; Mintzberg, 1989). The focus on healthcare professionals as both objects of control and exercisers of control was coined by Friedman (1986, p. 121) when stating:

There is always a fundamental tension between the need to gain cooperation or consent from those who do the work, and the need to force them to do things they do not wish to do, or to be treated in a way which is against their own interests, in order that the goals of those “in control” of the labour process be achieved.

The inherent ambiguity in the hierarchical relations and managerial answers to this challenge is the focus of this paper. Rather than considering control in hierarchical relations as merely a matter of subjugation, in this paper control is analysed as a complex and ambiguous dynamic depending on (a sense of) employee autonomy to succeed.

In the study of professions, a classic twist is typically seen with regard to the question of whether knowledge or power is fundamental (Abbott, 1988, 2005; Brante, 2010; Evetts, 2003; Harrits, 2014; Saks, 2010). In this article, the methodological and analytical strategy is to study hospital professions at the point of overlap between power and knowledge within organisations that seem to have constructed a combination of bureaucratic and normative or cultural-ideological frameworks (Kärreman & Alvesson, 2004, p. 151), thus potentially generating highly ambiguous norms about work. Our research question is as follows:

What are the manifestations of and reactions to competing institutional discourses in hospitals when healthcare professionals seeking to achieve jurisdictional control are faced with both bureaucratic and cultural-ideological forms of control at the same time?

**Theoretical background**

The managerial work of bringing these “tenacious” professional bureaucracies under
more comprehensive control (Bode, Lange & Märker, 2016, p.1) involves different types of standardisation, such as standardised work methodologies, division of labour, formal HRM procedures, etc. and to simultaneously offer the bureaucracies increased autonomy at work by introducing Interprofessional Education. In order to address these issues, we consider it fruitful to draw on critical management studies and their research into new forms of management in a context of organizational complexity (Alvesson & Willmott 1992, 2003). Organisational complexity means that there is not necessarily any established form of consensus, consistency, or clarity in the culture of the organisation. The focus on ambiguity enables us to determine what is shared in the organisation, and what is not. According to Alvesson (1993), ambiguity is a condition that can be empirically developed by focusing on: 1) what counts as knowledge (about how the work is best organised and performed); 2) how managers and employees make sense of this knowledge; and 3) what the knowledge should produce. Alvesson’s point is that this ambiguity leads to an interpretive space: “the ambiguity of knowledge and the work ... means that “knowledge”, “expertise” and “solving problems” to a large degree become matters of beliefs, impressions and negotiations of meaning” (Alvesson, 2001, p. 870). Alvesson and Willmott (2002) argue that company leadership seeks to achieve organisational control in different ways “through the self-positioning of employees within managerially inspired discourses” (p. 620). However, according to the authors, this can never be fully achieved, since the meaning of such attempts is negotiated by employees with “other elements of life history forged by a capacity to accomplish life projects out of various sources of influence and inspiration” (Alvesson & Willmott, 2002, p. 628). This suggests the importance of focusing on how people are continuously “engaged in forming, repairing, maintaining, strengthening or revising the constructions that are productive of a sense of coherence and distinctiveness” (Alvesson & Sveningsson, 2003, p. 1165).

According to Abbott (1988), the authority in a profession’s knowledge is dependent on achieving successful jurisdiction demands. This process is determined in a power struggle, where the number and quality of knowledge resources in the profession and its individual members is crucial. Thus, when the member of top management in the following sections speaks of the correct “culture” as the one that is defined by the doctor group, the relative value of the other professional groups in the hospital is made clear. From Alvesson’s perspective, this means that hospital employees are steered through the management’s indirect articulations of professional affiliations.

Context and setting

Since the beginning of the 2000s, many Lean initiatives, both large and small, have been carried out at Danish hospitals (Arlbjørn, Nørby, Norlyk, Wiborg & Holm, 2008, p. 149), and many hospitals continue to work based on Lean principles. Lean is a management philosophy and methodology that was developed in Toyota’s factories in Japan in the 1960s, which revolutionized the manufacture of physical goods. In a healthcare context, mainstream prescriptive discourses suggest that Lean “provides a much-needed rethink of traditional ways of working and stimulating radical performance improvements” (McCann et al., 2015).

The Danish version of Interprofessional Education also aims to fundamentally change organisational thinking and values when stating that “interprofessional education can reduce the number of complications, admission time, conflicts between health professionals, number of admissions and mortality rates” (Jørgensen et al., 2010). The Danish players behind Interprofessional Education emphasize the initial evidence that it has a positive impact on clinical quality, patient safety, and patient satisfaction, as well as on employee satisfaction (Zwarenstein, Goldman & Reeves, 2009).
Method and analysis strategy

In order to identify potential competing institutional discourses, we conducted semi-structured qualitative interviews with a total of 14 health professionals at 3 large Danish public hospitals: hospital A, with 12,000 employees; B, with 2,700 employees; and C, with 3,000 employees. The hospitals were chosen based on their explicit use of the new socio-ideological tool of Interprofessional Education. The respondents were selected opportunistically and were primarily middle managers thus they had considerable responsibility for managing people and processes. All were on or close to the front line of patient care, and were thus both managers and part of “the managed.” They were able to provide rich information on how organizational changes had been translated into daily practice. All respondents had many years of experience in the hospital sector. They were assured anonymity prior to participating in the project. Therefore, in the analyses, we have given them fictional initials and removed the locations of the hospitals.

The interviews lasted approximately one hour each, were conducted by the two authors, and took place mainly in the hospital, though some were conducted via Skype. In one case, we interviewed two respondents simultaneously. All interviews were recorded and transcribed.

Drawing on the initial theoretical perspectives of critical management scholars alongside Abbott, as described above, we focused in the interviews on the discursive possibilities available across two professional groups, nurses and physicians, when they (re)construct their professional selves in relation to the management discourses introduced. These discursive possibilities are important elements in management since knowledge defines the knower: what one is able to do (or is expected to be able to do) frames who one “is” (Alvesson & Wilmott, 2002). Therefore, we asked about each respondent’s experience with the specific tools used, and how the respondent created meaning with these tools with regard to his or her own understanding of how professional work in healthcare is best carried out—by whom and why. We were not able to observe the practices. Instead, we drew on Nicolini’s (2009) method to articulate and represent practice by “interviewing to the double,” a technique that requires the respondents to imagine they have a double who will have to show up for their jobs the next day. The respondent is then asked to provide the necessary detailed instructions for the work to be done. These narratives are, according to Nicolini, often morally connoted and idealized in character. We systematically analysed the transcripts with a focus on what orients the conduct of health professionals and the normative and moral dimensions of practice in an era of Inter Professional Education: which inclusion and exclusion mechanisms were constructed? What was constructed as obvious versus surprising? How did this affect the legitimate modes of professionalism and action? By comparing these questions, a complex picture emerged of the ambiguous representations of management forms of control, making it possible to develop themes that fell broadly into three main categories: 1) normative forms of control; 2) achieving control by jurisdiction demands; and 3) the interplay between control forms. These themes form the subsections in the findings and highlight how ambiguity predominated as a central feature of the hospital culture.

Findings

Normative forms of control

All three hospitals have many years of experience with Lean as a method for standardizing workflows. As a lead doctor in a department at hospital B says, “Here, we put in a lot of effort to plan some programmes, guidelines, and procedures to get something to flow better. There are guidelines for almost everything; there is a long
tradition for it.” To “get something to flow better” can be interpreted as an attempt by management to reduce ambiguity, as “the practices of quantification, standardization and classification ... work to reduce ambiguities” (Best, 2012, p. 91). All the respondents, from all three hospitals, mentioned that they are regularly introduced to new management tools. One of our interviewees, Michael, is currently part of the top management at hospital A but also has top management experience from hospital B. We asked him how the management has decided to handle the different tools. Michael explained that they are careful not to implement new management tools blindly, but instead to consider what makes sense for the individual department.

Michael: The dangerous thing is to make a big campaign and say, “Now we are doing Inter Professional Education projects,” and then afterwards we do Lean projects, and then suddenly there are “patient-responsible doctor” projects, and then suddenly, on top of everything, there are cutbacks, and then none of it matters. [We do it] in such a way, so that it’s a tool we can cope with and handle, that our own consultants can use when they are out in situations in the hospital where it makes sense. Because there are some departments where Inter Professional Education is the answer.... There are other departments where it’s Lean that’s needed. And in other departments it’s sometimes a direct order that is needed; elsewhere, it can be education.

As indicated by the phrase “there are cut-backs,” in Denmark, the hospital sector as a whole is highly politically managed and subject to regular demands for savings. Michael links Inter Professional Education, Lean, “responsible doctor,” “direct orders,” and “education,” thus designating them as management tools that do not necessarily need to be implemented all over the hospital. Moreover, to him, such projects cannot be realized in times of cutbacks. They only gain footing in certain situations, and they need to “make sense.” Notably, he sees “Inter Professional Education” as something other than “education.” We therefore asked Michael what problem Inter Professional Education is supposed to solve.

Michael: Some of the departments where I think Inter Professional Education could be something you should consider are where there is a poor working environment, places where there is low patient satisfaction or places where you have to work across departments.

When Michael explains how Inter Professional Education can be fruitful in departments with poor working environments, this may reflect the WHO document, which positions Inter Professional Education as a vehicle for making trainees “collaborative practice ready” (WHO, 2010, p. 12) and suggests that poor working environments are due to the staff not collaborating enough. To Michael, Inter Professional Education can also help with low patient satisfaction or increase cross-department collaboration. He does not, however, indicate how Interprofessional Education does these things or whether it should be implemented at the undergraduate, postgraduate, or practice level, which creates the possibility for many different interpretations amongst the health professionals about what the primary purpose of it is, and how it should be implemented in practice. By not being explicit as to how exactly it creates collaborative practice-ready health professionals and happy patients, ambiguity is compounded rather than reduced. We, therefore, asked what he as part of the top management based his decision on when deciding to introduce Inter Professional Education in the departments.

Michael: I think it’s very, very important that there is a genuine interest amongst all professional groups, not least amongst the doctors, to want this. If those doctors who set the tone don’t have a genuine interest in this and really go for it, then you can really work with it, but you don’t get the full effect out of it.... So, if there
isn’t a culture with a genuine interest and desire for this, then you can make schedules on the walls from here to Christmas; it doesn’t change anything…. The places I’ve seen where it really flourished and has really done something, it’s been in the passionate group, if you can say it like that, where there have been some leading doctors who have dragged the culture with them.

All professionals should be able to see an interest in strengthening cooperation, which signals attempts to control exercised through promises of autonomy. Not all professionals have an equal say in the matter, however, which generates ambiguous norms about work. According to Michael, it is ultimately the doctor group that decides whether the tool becomes a part of daily practice or not, since the doctor group “sets the tone.” This corresponds to the experience of Marie, a staff nurse serving on the staff of Hospital A, when she provided insight into the top management’s strategy for the introduction of tools:

Marie: The philosophy has been, “We cannot get everyone onboard.” So, there are a few islands around the hospital where it’s being used…. At these big hospitals, you make a lot out of testing the water, since there is a high level of autonomy…. It’s a bit difficult to be one of the few…. If it seriously has to become a new culture, the physician management has to be involved…. You have to be careful not to present a framework that is too fixed, because already then, they get annoyed…. It’s something like giving people free reign but at the same time controlling it slightly from above.

It is quite clear who holds decision-making power and how management relates to this, thus maintaining hierarchical differences. Thus, health professionals are confronted with both classic bureaucratic and normative involvement-based forms of control at once: “Do not present a framework that is too fixed” AND ‘control it from above”.

**Achieving control by jurisdiction demands**

As we initially described, contemporary bureaucracies are typically organised through routines and standardisations for exercising control and handling ambiguities. However, the above quotes show that such strategies do not always work in this context, where the doctor profession has, according to the top management, won the right to determine what the “correct” culture is considered to be. Abbott (1988) explains how full jurisdiction is based on professionals’ complex knowledge, which gives them the power to define and solve particular issues. Professionals strive for complete, legitimate control of work and knowledge areas as well as the opportunity to defend and expand these areas. In this hospital context, there is also the issue of what Abbott calls subordination as jurisdiction, which is when a given professional area (in this case, the nursing profession) is subordinate to another (the doctor profession). This subordination requires a certain “symbolic order” that includes “the use of honorifics, the wearing of uniforms and other symbols of authority, and countless similar behaviors” (Abbott 1988, p. 72-73). Here, this interprofessional relationship is clarified by the nursing group working with tools that deal with cooperation and respect for each other’s professional areas, while the dominant professions are not necessarily invested in engaging with them.

In hospital B, two years ago, the top management chose to introduce Interprofessional Education as a true top-down decision. In the implementation phase, each department could decide how they would work with the tools, as Martin, physician and department head, explained.

Martin: It was good that the hospital decided to work with Interprofessional Education because it meant that it was forced down in the organization and that’s
good.... Every department was instructed to work with things in a way that made sense to them.... First, we [the department’s management] did something with interdisciplinary conversations and conferences. Because at that time you talked about patient involvement; it was a little in fashion. And then we decided to introduce the ward rounds involving patients.... We don’t put it out there for discussion, because it’s a concept that is developed, and if it doesn’t work after three months, then we’ll drop it again.

In this quote, we see that Martin has a broad definition of Interprofessional Education, including “interdisciplinary conversations,” “patient involvement,” “ward rounds,” and “conferences.” At the same time, he sees much of it as a fad, as in, “it was a little in fashion.” Thus, Martin represents practice as a place with many changing discourses regarding what the right way to act as a health professional is. At the same time, however, it is important for Martin that the concepts introduced have been developed to be well received at the ward level. Later in our conversation with Martin, from highlighting the positive aspects of the top-down implementation of the tool, pivoted to emphasizing autonomy as crucial to his wellbeing.

Martin: I hate all that top-down management. My managers do not involve themselves in what we do. They trust us. And that’s the kind of support you should have. So, if any problems arise, they have to give support. Because they shouldn’t manage; they don’t know what happens in practice.

Martin’s representations of hospital practice help identify what slips out, does not fit, or gets lost in translation in top management’s attempts to handle ambiguity (Best, 2012). The risk of using a top-down management strategy to avoid ambiguity in the organization, by giving specific and exhaustive instructions in the use of collaboration tools, is that such precision may lead to a lack of flexibility, which will annoy someone like Martin. On the other hand, a strategy with intentional ambiguity—based on letting the individual hospital department decide what they understand by interprofessional practice—enables a more flexible use of the tools and will please someone like Martin. In both cases, however, the ambiguity continues. Alvesson points to the use of consultants as a strategy management uses to increase legitimacy when something new is to be introduced. As expressed in Martin’s remark below, the health professionals have extensive experience with both internal and external consultants in their work of bringing these “tenacious” professional bureaucracies under more comprehensive control, as when exposing them to projects with new types of tools. However, for Martin, it does not seem that this increases legitimacy.

Martin: Most of them [projects with tools] are old wine in new bottles, and typically there’s a 35-year-old consultant with high heels and clever expressions. Then you just get incredibly tired of it, because you know you have to go back and do a mountain of work.

Again, he emphasizes that these types of tools are superfluous rather than actually helping the hospital carry out work when under pressure. Another head of department, Patricia, from hospital A, expressed the same understanding.

Patricia: I can also have a tendency to think that it’s a bit of hot air. But it is a little more systematic and allows the patients to be involved in some advice. And then something about how you design outpatient clinics… but really it doesn’t affect my daily practice.... It was launched by the former centre director. Often, they have a strategy, and then they throw a few million [Danish kroner] at it.

According to this lead doctor, several of the tools are “hot air” and do not really
affect daily workflow. Martin expressed it thus: “It’s not a given that interdisciplinary cooperation makes it better. [It only works] if rules are introduced about what it is you have to contribute. It’s about us knowing what each other’s subject areas are and that we don’t cross them.” He continued:

Martin: Including patients and relatives in every consideration requires a big professional identity…. But there is not so much professional identity amongst the nurses, even though they are actually the group that is around the patients the most.... You only become good with the interdisciplinary side if you are good in your own profession. Because otherwise, it will be a kind of porridge, where nobody is good anymore because everyone distances themselves from responsibility.

From the nurses’ perspective, Interprofessional Education helps to increase the individual’s professional identity, since it forces professionals to think about what their role is in the everyday work around the patient. Lisa, an expert nurse who serves on the staff at hospital B and is a trained facilitator, also explained that, in her experience, not all professionals see the point of interdisciplinary cooperation. Even though almost every single patient meets several professionals during their admission, Lisa believes that the worker’s medical specialty is crucial to whether they experience the tool as relevant.

Lisa: My experience is that it doesn’t seem important to talk to each other across specialties.... It is typically easier to sell it [the tool] within specialties, where there is a great need for interdisciplinary cooperation.

With this, Lisa indicates that it is not necessary to know what every other staff member does across all specialties. She points out that interdisciplinarity can be an ambiguous concept that is not clearly defined by management when they introduce tools for individual departments. This point was also reflected in our conversation with Hans, department head at hospital C, who explained that he had chosen to work on the patient-involving rounds in his department.

Interviewer: And you maintain professional competencies even though it’s Interprofessional Education? And let the doctor lead the ward even though there may be a nurse who has been on a course about it?

Hans: We’re not Interprofessional Education pioneers. We do it because it’s a ward. It’s the doctor who leads the meeting no matter what, and that shouldn’t be changed. Each time you put something up for assessment in an organization, you’re getting out a can of petrol and a match—and it happens every time—that it then has to be discussed. But this is not an interdisciplinary meeting. It is the doctor’s meeting with the patient where we invite others (professional groups) because we think it is interdisciplinary.

Hans represents practice as a place where it is the doctor who is responsible for the ward, even though it is practised in new ways, where those in other professions are invited when necessary. To him, interdisciplinary cooperation is not about professional borders being diluted, but rather that mono-professionalism must be strengthened, thus reinforcing professional stereotypes and the hierarchy of professions (Hindhede & Larsen, 2018). Morality and values are articulated by the profession that has jurisdiction: the doctor group. In Hans’s understanding, the more mono-professional the department’s function, the better the interprofessional cooperation becomes. The ambiguity from management with regard to what Interprofessional Education is good for is an invitation for the employees to contribute to an interpretation exercise. In this way, the introduction of the tool is very efficient for purposes
of management: by presenting it as something that individual employees can themselves interpret, management creates an opportunity for employees to arrive at the understanding that best fits their professional identity without a great deal of opposition. In this way, the doctor interprets Interprofessional Education as supporting the cementing of mono-professionalism as the best way to achieve good interprofessional work, and the nurse—who, according to the doctor group, does not have a strong professional identity—feels respected by the tool for his or her own area of responsibility, which is defined by the doctor profession.

The interplay between control forms

In all three hospitals, the version of leanness that is used is known as “performance goal management”: a tool with a focus on regional performance goals, where data about the centre and clinic levels is found. Employees must follow up on these regional performance goals, but they are allowed to supplement the regional goals with their own goals that the local management perceives as relevant. “Whiteboard meetings” enable a department’s staff to meet once a week in front of a whiteboard and discuss the goals the department has set for itself. These can concern anything, such as the continuity of care across clinics, the patient-involving ward, screening for bed sores, doctor-contact agreements, or wellbeing. An administering senior doctor at hospital C, Tom, described the morning meetings in the operating hall as being the situation where Interprofessional Education was practised. However, based on his explanation of the content, it is not clear how the professions were collaborating.

Tom: Twenty minutes can easily be spent in the operating hall for the morning meeting, and if we don’t reach the last patient, then they are a costly twenty minutes; I’ve pointed this out several times. Many things can be talked about, but the important thing is the production and target numbers. We have to achieve 2,100 operations. Graphs are used, and “Where are we this month and where should we be?” The target numbers are incredibly important and they occur again and again. I have regular meetings where we talk about how we best fill the beds.... The challenge with something having to be measured constantly is that things are changing all the time. Often the goal is not the goal anymore. And those goals can easily restrict us. Some goals we can’t reach, which is why we use delaying tactics, just to be able to say that now the goal has been achieved, for example, with the contact person arrangement. There must be a name, but you are not always a function but just a title.

The goals move and change, and rather than the employees being restricted by these standardizations, they choose to interpret them so that they fit into their daily practice. A tool such as Interprofessional Education is also billed as a way to measure work and to increase productivity. For this study, we asked the respondents for their perceptions of these measuring tools. It appeared that the doctor profession emphasized different elements than the nursing profession. First, we present some statements from the doctors. The top management member of hospital A, Michael, talked about the Interprofessional Education tool and its measurability.

Michael: I don’t know anything about the model. And it’s not about me having to understand everything in detail in order to believe it, but I’m sceptical about it. It has to be much more solid and tested elsewhere before I think we need to spend time on making before and after measurements on a large scale.

Thus, Michael does not experience the performance indicators as transparent. He questions the tool’s measurement criteria. When we asked Mona, a chief surgeon from hospital B, if they use the measurable parts of Interprofessional Education in her department, she explained:
Mona: The Interprofessional Education COMPASS tool can measure, but we don’t use it. We don’t have time, so a luxury like being able to measure things, unless it’s hardcore data, we don’t have time for it. We are working flat out and can’t do the everyday things.... But when we did patient-involving rounds, we measured it. With before and after measurements. Otherwise, you can’t know whether it works.

Here, measurability is not questioned in the same way. Mona indicates that she is able to code the ambiguity convincingly by turning some of the work of measuring into a luxury. Thus, a distinction is drawn between the measurement of hardcore data and the type of data that the tools generate. As the day-to-day manager of the department, she helps define what is important to measure and what is less important, which matches the regional policy that, for both department and hospital, measurements must be made on some parameters, while other parameters are voluntary. Here, Mona indicates that there is no reason to measure something for which the department is not required to provide an accounting. Thus, she makes use of a specific vocabulary of motives with her staff group regarding what is and what is not important in their work.

Common to the doctor profession and represented by the statements above is the notion that there are right and wrong ways to measure and that there must be evidence for something to be recognized as useful. At the same time, a distinction is drawn between those measurements involving hard data and more uncertain qualitative and ambiguous measurement methods. The doctor group has jurisdiction to interpret what is the “right” knowledge about how to best measure a given output. As can be seen, the polyvalence of the ambiguous measurement methods is difficult to control and can give rise to creative misunderstandings that reduce control for those who have decided that performance goal management should be introduced.

More nuanced representations of practice and how the work is best organized and performed were expressed amongst those in the nursing profession. Here, bureaucratic forms of control such as measurability was not seen as a criterion for the tool to be useful. Instead, the focus was on the process. We interviewed a lead nurse, Anna, who is part of the overall interdisciplinary management team in a department at hospital C, regarding her attitude towards Interprofessional Education. She explained that her interest was in how to plan the organization of work in hospital departments so that they function as well as possible: “I am busy with the staff seeing each other’s competencies. That takes some time. Over time, my need to know why I do what I do has increased—and to get some theory about it. So, that’s why I took the facilitator education.” An instance of how she saw others’ competencies was the morning meetings in the operating hall, the same place Tom had described. Anna explained further when asked about the importance of measurability for Interprofessional Education.

Anna: No… the project was hugely successful, and everyone felt that it had been a lot of fun and a lot of new things happened, but we scored low. So, we’ve discovered that it is more important to be in the process and not necessarily to have a goal…. It was because the surgeons were tired of the project. They thought that it had been a disturbance, so they scored it low. But the nurses scored it high; they thought it was great.

Interviewer: Then what did you do about it?
Anna: Well, we can see that they work well together.

Interviewer: Can Interprofessional Education increase productivity?
Anna: Yes, it does, absolutely. Because everyone is much more aware of each other’s roles and you are quicker getting started. And it increases the quality of what they are doing. In relation to safe surgery, we actually score the highest in the country, and that is after we have run Interprofessional Education. But just
the exercise of working with some performance goals, then especially the doctors react by saying, “Yes, but what do other studies say?” etcetera.

According to Anna, a sign of a successful interprofessional practice is that “everyone is much more aware of each other’s roles” and that “you are quicker getting started.” She expresses norms of “working well together,” although it is not quite clear how this is done.

**Conclusion and discussion**

In this article, we have investigated the ambiguities involved in organizational cultures of three Danish public hospitals. They are dominated by a logic of technical rationality and the accompanying efforts to standardize, quantify, and formalize as much of daily hospital practice as possible. This is displayed in a continuing introduction of management tools such as leaness, and more recently, Interprofessional Education as a new discourse and form of control. This combination of tools and concepts is deemed critical to the optimal functioning of healthcare systems as it is believed to improve efficiency, patient safety, and patient satisfaction, as well as to reduce healthcare costs and generally lead to improved health outcomes.

The condition of ambiguity in the hospitals was constructed by focusing on both what counts as knowledge about how the work is best organized and performed along with how managers at various levels of the organizations make sense of this knowledge. Finally, we have focused on the various representations of to what this knowledge should produce. Rather than operating with predefined normative positions, such as the victimised employees and more powerful managers, we asked about both the costs and the benefits of ambiguity for both managers and employees.

We found that the groups of doctors and nurses are both committed to interprofessional practice as a fruitful way of organizing work, although in one of the three hospitals, it was implemented as a top-down order. The respondents also agreed that Interprofessional Education was accepted due to being a “developed concept.” Finally, in both groups, there were normative understandings of this tool as improving patient-centredness. However, although Interprofessional Education claims to be measurable, neither doctors nor nurses had positive experiences with that part of the tool; thus, in times of performance management, this was not translated into a positive attribute of the tool. Reflecting the findings of Carpenter and Dickinson (2011), in our study, professional stereotypes were in fact reinforced through Interprofessional Education activities, as both nurses and doctors emphasized that the strengthening of mono-professionalism was the goal of their collaborative practice, which thus affected how they translated the concept to practice. For nurses, though, the focus on mono-professionalism was considered helpful, as the tool led to them being recognized as a group of people whose voices are heard in interprofessional teamwork.

Our analyses also show how a gap occurs between the social production of knowledge about interdisciplinary cooperation in terms of measurable tools and the social experience of interprofessionality and cooperation around the patient amongst the different professional groups in the hospitals. This gap creates an interpretive space for both understanding and action. We found an interplay between three forms of control: 1) a technocratic form of control circling around the use of bureaucracy and performance measures (Kärreman & Alvesson, 2004, p. 171); 2) with an element of jurisdiction control where it is the doctor profession that has the power to define the “right” knowledge and thus decide whether a tool that measures more ambiguous things such as wellbeing and collaboration will be implemented; and 3) a layer of socio-ideological control that addresses norms of values of collaboration and attempts to eliminate power, hierarchies, conflict, and their manifold consequences.
Although we used the “interview to the double” technique to get normative representations of practice, we still have little information about what Interprofessional Education looks like and in what ways it is used. In the description of wards where workers from different professions are invited to go along with the doctor on rounds, it was not clear who did what. Another example was the morning meetings in the operating hall, which were represented as Interprofessional Education in practice no direct indications were provided of who collaborated with whom. We found that seeking to democratize how tools such as Interprofessional Education can be implemented can encourage more ambiguous management, in spite of political pressure to standardize and measure practice and outputs. In our study, democratizing the tools led to their being mobilized in ambiguous ways, to the extent that the notion of collaborative practice was rendered somewhat meaningless. Ambiguity thus had the social role of increasing the complexity of the management practices of the hospitals.

As many other scholars have mentioned (e.g., Kroezen et al., 2013), there exists a long sociological tradition of considering the effects of existing professional hierarchies, suggesting that professionals use demarcating strategies that divide rather than connect, and that institutional and organizational structures limit the ease with which collaborative practices can be implemented. One can pose the critique that with Interprofessional Education, education is considered the “solution” to problems that are in fact structural, organizational, and institutional matters. The history of health professionals delivering care together indicates that they hold different levels of legitimacy and thus differential scientific authority to define and lead best practices. Thus, enabling contact among them has not solved the problem of providing collaborative care.

A number of researchers have pointed out that there are particular difficulties associated with measuring the results of often broad political and social goals and formulating relevant indicators for these (Lee, Rainey & Chun., 2009; Orr & Vince, 2009; Pratchett & Wingfield, 1996). Some of the arguments are that much of the work that is carried out in the public sector, in comparison to the private sector, is characterized by being less visible, less intentional, and more contradictory, which, according to Noordegraaf and Amba (2003), is due to changing political agendas and disagreement about which knowledge is the “right” kind, as well as unclear goal–method relationships. Typically, a paradox occurs because the handling of the problems is subject to an ambiguity that gives rise to an interpretative space. In this interpretative space, strict series of measurements do not work, since the set conditions and prerequisites cannot be fulfilled. Therefore, it does not make sense to measure, for example, interprofessionality.

The fact that ambiguity persists and even thrives in this kind of organizational context indicates that we must avoid overly simplistic assumptions about bureaucracy and that we must acknowledge the less rational side of these institutions (Best, 2012; Davies & McGoey, 2012). The persistence of ambiguity—and its potential role as a kind of interpretative lubricant in an uncertain world—suggests that we should direct more attention to shifts and holes in these meaning-forming processes. Ambiguity invites us to consider what is lost in translation and to discover what other possibilities are getting away in these moments of miscommunication and reinterpretation (Best, 2012). At the same time, if ambiguities are not only impossible to eliminate but can actually be a source of authority through the power to interpret and define the “right knowledge,” we can no longer expect bureaucracies such as public hospitals to be pure ambiguity-reducing machines. Instead, it would not be surprising to find a more managerially ambivalent attitude towards institutional ambiguity, as Best (2012) found at the IMF and the World Bank, and which it would also be unsurprising to find in hospitals, ministries, companies, and universities. In this way, ambiguity becomes a useful, but unpredictable, strategic tool in institutional struggles.
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